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1. INTRODUCTION 
Scientists anticipated the existence of other Earth-like planets in the Universe well before the first discoveries of 
exoplanets by astronomers: pulsar planet PSR1257 + 12 [1]and 51 Pegasi b [2]. An Earth-like planet is normally thought 
of as a rocky planet with radius of 1-2 RE (Earth radii), enough gravity to retain a substantial atmosphere, and located 
close enough to its parent star that liquid water could exist in a stable form on its surface. Implied in this definition is the 
ability of an Earth-like planet to support life.  
This paper addresses the technology needed in order to directly image an Earth-like planet. Direct imaging of exoplanets 
is an example of a challenging new high contrast (~1010), high dynamic range observation that seeks to identify an Earth-
like planet around another star in the local solar neighborhood by blocking the parent star’s light, using wavefront 
control to manage the contrast, and measuring atmospheric absorption features in its reflected-light spectrum [3].An 
Earth-like planet may be detectedusing methods other than direct imaging. Indeed, radial velocity and transit photometry 
observations have already delivered severalpromising candidates (e.g., the planets around Gliese 581 [4]; Kepler 22b, 
[5]; Tau Ceti e and f [6]). However, we address the challenge of characterizing an Earth-like planet, that is, observing 
how light from the parent star is reflected off of the Earth-like planet over a range of wavelengths[7]. Recent 
observations of exoplanet transit secondary eclipses have yielded phase offsets due to longitudinal thermal gradients and 
broad-band spectral measurements for extrasolar giant planets [8][9][10][11]. The goal of the direct imaging method is 
to obtain high-resolution reflected light spectra of Earth-like extrasolar planets. These reflected light spectra contain 
continuum trends and absorption features that will not only tell us about the scattering properties, temperature, and 
pressure of the planet’s atmosphere but also identify which gases are present and in what abundances (e.g., [12], [13] 
[14], [15], [16],[17], [18], [19]). Reflected light spectral information is key to determining whether or not these Earth-
like planets contain life.  
To meet the high contrast requirement of 1 × 10−10 to image an Earth-like planet around a Sun-like star, space telescopes 
equipped with coronagraphs require wavefront control systems. Deformable mirrors (DMs) are a key element of a 
wavefront control system, as they correct for imperfections, thermal distortions, and diffraction that would otherwise 
corrupt the wavefront and ruin the contrast. The goal of the CubeSat Deformable Mirror technology demonstration 
mission is to test the ability of a microelectromechanical system (MEMS) deformable mirror to perform wavefront 
control on-orbit on a nanosatellite platform. In this paper, we consider two approaches for a MEMS deformable mirror 
technology demonstration payload that will fit within the mass, power, and volume constraints of a CubeSat: 1) a 
Michelson interferometer and 2) a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor. We clarify the constraints on the payload based on 
the resources required for supporting CubeSat subsystems drawn from subsystems that we have developed for a different 
CubeSat flight project. We discuss results from payload lab prototypes and their utility in defining mission requirements. 
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1.1 Role of Deformable Mirrors in Exoplanet Direct Imaging Systems 
In order to image an Earth-like planet, an exoplanet direct imaging system needs to achieve a contrast ratio of 1 × 10−10. 
A high-performance coronagraph is designed to meet this requirement. Even with adaptive optics on a large ground-
based telescope, it is currently not possible to overcome the effects from atmospheric turbulenceto achieve the high 
contrast needed to obtain high resolution spectra of an Earth-like exoplanet [20] [21]. While a space telescope does not 
have to overcome the effects of atmospheric turbulence, it is usually at the expense of smaller aperture size (e.g., due to 
launch cost and launch vehicle limitations) and the performance of a space telescope will still suffer from optical 
imperfections, thermal distortions, and diffraction that will corrupt the wavefront, create speckles, and ruin the contrast. 
Active optical control is still needed to achieve the desired contrast on a space telescope.  
Ground-based adaptive optics systems that compensate for atmospheric turbulence are designed to perform at higher 
speeds and with larger strokes than that needed by wavefront control systems on space telescopes used for astronomical 
observations that do not need to compensate for atmospheric turbulence. On the ground, a two-mirror woofer-tweeter 
(coarse-fine) wavefront control approach is frequently used[22]where the woofer corrects slower, larger amplitude, 
lower-frequency components and the tweeter corrects faster, smaller-amplitude, higher-frequency components. In this 
paper, our proposed deformable mirror demonstration missionfocuses on developing a low-cost, easy-access-to-space 
platform for validating technologies used for the tweeters: higher actuator count, lower stroke deformable mirrors.   
The need for high actuator count deformable mirrors for an exoplanet direct imaging mission is 
driven by the angular separation from an on-axis star about which we can look for an exoplanet, as 
the deformable mirror must have the authority to compensate for speckles and aberrations over this 
region. If a deformable mirror only has a few actuators, it can only correct for low spatial 
frequencies that are close to on-axis in the image plane, corresponding to larger-scale distortions in 
the pupil plane. To be able to correct for speckles and aberrations “further out” around a star so that 
we can look for exoplanets in the region known as the habitable zone, it is necessary to have mirrors 
with more actuators and the corresponding control over higher spatial frequencies (further off-axis in 
the image plane) as shown in 
Figure 1. 
 
1.2 Space Telescopes for Direct Imaging 
It is desirable to use a space telescope for Earth-like exoplanet observations (as opposed to observations of larger and 
brighter gas or ice giant exoplanets) because even for ground-based telescopes with high performance adaptive optics 
systems[23]and an ideal coronagraph, the speed of atmospheric turbulence and the limited number of photons from the 
exoplanet target, in addition to constraints on viewing geometry and integration time, limit the achievable contrast[21] 
[20]. Observations that can capture features in the atmospheric spectra of an Earth-like exoplanet require wavefront 
control because even a well-engineered space telescope with a sophisticated high performance coronagraph[24][25] will 
have mid and high spatial frequency wavefront aberrations that will degrade the achievable image contrast[26] [27] [28]. 
Drifts in the optics shapes over the long integration times necessary for such a scientific observation should be 
comparatively small and slow, thus wavefront control techniques can be used to reduce the phase errors to an acceptable 
level (for example, less than 1 nm).  Wavefront control systems are also needed to manage speckles that result from 
diffraction, phase errors, and noise. In cooperation with the spacecraft attitude determination and control system 
(ADCS), wavefront control systems can also be used to address sub-milliarcsecond pointing errors [29]. The spacecraft 
ADCS system is designed to provide “coarse pointing” which is on the order of the angular resolution of the system over 
periods of time that are shorter than twice the desired integration time. Examples of ADCS-induced disturbances include 
structural vibrations from reaction wheel imbalances during momentum management that may introduce angular 
motions that exceed the angular resolution over twice the desired integration time. Other than orbit and orientation 
contributions to thermal variation, the imaging detector may also be actively cooled to help reduce thermal noise (dark 
current), and the cyclic cryo-coolers used may also induce angular disturbances. In order to achieve the fine pointing 
requirements, the optical system design is as structurally isolated as possible, and fast steering mirrors are typically used 
to reduce the impact of vibrations.  
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1.3 Goals of the CubeSat Deformable Mirror demonstration  
The development of a space telescope equipped with a high performance coronagraph and deformable-mirror wavefront 
control system that is capable of the 1 × 10−10 contrast needed to directly image Earth-like exoplanets is expected to be 
on the order of several hundreds of millions of dollars to over a billion dollars [30]. The goal of the CubeSat Deformable 
Mirror Demonstration is to provide a low-cost way to quickly test small, low-power, higher actuator-count deformable 
mirror technologies on-orbit and raise their technology readiness level (TRL) for use on larger, more capable space 
telescopes. While several important environmental tests can be performed using these mirrors on the ground (thermal 
vacuum, vibration, life cycle testing, and to a limited extent, radiation), it is important to demonstrate that simple 
wavefront control systems utilizing new deformable mirror technologies have stable, well-calibrated, and predictable 
performance on orbit. This is particularly important to emphasize, as there is no opportunity to “tweak” or “adjust” a 
wavefront control system on orbit after launch. It is of particular importance to fully develop robust flight software to 
control these mirrors and systems, to incorporate them as sensors with spacecraft ADCS, estimators, and fine pointing 
algorithms, and to determine how best to capture performance and calibration data along with science observations and 
transmit it to the ground, as well as to monitor for degradation in performance over time and assess failures.  
1.4 Context and Related Efforts 
The most relevant recent effort was the Boston University PICTURE (Planet Imaging Concept Testbed Using a Rocket 
Experiment, [31]) sounding rocket experiment, which flew with a Boston Micromachines MEMS DM for high contrast 
wavefront control in 2007. The rocket attitude control system provided 627 milliarcseconds (mas) RMS body pointing 
and the fine pointing system successfully stabilized the telescope beam to 5.1 mas RMS using an angle tracker camera 
and fast steering mirror. However, due to a communications system malfunction all MEMS DM performance data were 
unfortunately lost. There will be a future repeat attempt at the PICTURE mission, however, even so, the total sounding 
rocket observing time is on the order of 5 minutes (320 seconds) which is not sufficient to demonstrate the long-term, 
accurate calibration and operation of a MEMS DM over the multiple hours of integration necessary for building 
confidence in robust deformable mirror performance during hours of photon-starved 10-10 contrast direct imaging of an 
Earth-like exoplanet, never mind repeat usage throughout a multi-year mission.  
Another relevant effort was the South Korean MEMS Telescope for Extreme Lightning (MTEL) in 2009 [32,33] which 
used a one axis torsional spring tilt single actuator trigger mirror and a two-axis tip-tilt electrostatic comb-drive 8 x 8 
MEMS mirror array in a LEO orbit. However, the actuators in this mirror are very different from the high actuator count 
MEMS DMs needed for wavefront control for a high contrast imaging application. The MTEL trigger mirror operated in 
tilt only with two possible positions (on/off). The tip-tilt torsional spring array was for selective beam directing and not 
precise wavefront control. The description of the mission itself, however, provides encouraging motivation for our 
proposed demonstration of wavefront control with MEMS DMs and provides useful descriptions of preparatory analysis, 
tests, and on-orbit telemetry planning that we will incorporate into our CubeSat MEMS DM demonstration plan.  
The James Webb Space Telescope microshutter array [34] is another example of a related impressive microarray 
designed and built for space operation with on/off functionality as a programmable mask whose development, 
integration, and test efforts can help inform the CubeSat DMD, but which still does not provide the needed high-
accuracy demonstration of MEMS DM actuators on orbit over extended periods of time for the purpose of wavefront 
control. 
1.5 Background on the CubeSat Platform 
The CubeSat form factor was developed by California Polytechnic Institute (CalPoly) and Stanford University in 1999. 
It interfaces with a common secondary payload deployer, the Poly-picosatellite Orbital Deployer (P-POD), which 
significantly reduces the cost and time for obtaining launch opportunities for nanosatellites. The basic nanosatellite unit 
is a 10 x 10 x 10 cm cube (called 1U). The P-POD unit will support a 3U volume in a variety of combinations [35]. For 
example, it can accommodate three 1U CubeSats. Or, it can accommodate a single triple-long 3U CubeSat (which can be 
about 34.05 cm long instead of 30 cm, since space allocated for “feet” separating individual 1U CubeSats can be 
allocated to the volume of the single 3U). CubeSats are usually launched as secondary payloads on government or 
commercial primary missions, with their launch accommodation often sponsored by government agencies, such as the 
NASA Educational Launch of Nanosatellites (ELaNa) program. A 3U CubeSat is an appropriate platform for the 
Deformable Mirror Demonstration mission because it enables a comparatively quick, simple, low-cost approach for a 
technology demonstration whose results would have significant impacts on the design, scale, and capabilities of future 
space-based optical systems.   
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2. PAYLOADFOR THE CUBESAT DEFORMABLE MIRROR DEMONSTRATION 
MISSION  
The purpose of this section is to describe two concepts for a 3U CubeSat platform that demonstrateMEMS deformable 
mirror technology and increase the TRL of a miniaturized, low-power, standalone wavefront control system for a space 
telescope: (1) a miniature Michelson interferometer, and (2) a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor. 
Both of these concepts are in preliminary stages of development and will benefit from community input and laboratory 
demonstrations. The initial demonstration mission design is intended to be kept as simple as possible, focusing on 
characterizing the performance of the mirror. In the future,additional CubeSats can be flown to perform demonstrations 
with increasedcomplexity and functionality.The supporting spacecraft subsystems for the 3U CubeSat are described in 
greater detail in Section 3.  
For the purpose of evaluating payloads, we constrain the payload to 1.5 kg mass, 1.5U (10 x 10 x 15 cm) volume, 5 W 
average power, and a datarate of 120 Mb per day. The remaining resources of the 3U CubeSat are required for 
communications, attitude determination and control, power, command and data handling, and thermal subsystems.  
2.1 Payload Requirements 
While much work remains to be done to better define payload performance requirements, for the purpose of this 
feasibility evaluation, the payload shall be able to: 
• Demonstrate that high actuator count MEMS deformable mirrors can be commanded and controlled 
continuously on-orbit for one month (minimum), 12 months (goal).  
• Use a simple static wavefront sensing system (such as interferometric, shear, or mask [36], [37]) to characterize 
the performance of the MEMS mirror. This includes evaluation of: 
o Individual actuators 
o Multiple actuators contributing to mirror shapes such as tilt, Fourier, and Zernike modes (zonal and 
modal sensing[36]) 
• Demonstrate closed-loop control of mirror shapeover integration times from 100 seconds to 1,000 seconds in 
the presence of: 
o Thermal gradients  
o Attitude control-induced structural jitter  
 
It is important to keep in mind that this mission is to demonstrate functionality of a MEMS deformable mirror in a 
simple wavefront control system on orbit. It would add complexity and cost to levy exacting phase correction 
requirements on the system, although such an approach would be an appropriate advance in a follow-on mission.  
2.2 Payload design trades 
To meet the mission goals and keep costs low, the approach is to use as much existing commercial off the shelf (COTS) 
hardware as possible, making modifications as needed for operation in space, and to keep the design as simple as 
possible. We avoid mechanisms other than the deformable mirror and simple one-axis translation stages to eliminate 
additional complexity and risk. The two approaches discussed in detail here are versions of: (1) a Michelson 
interferometer and (2) a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor. 
2.2.1 Internal or external light source  
One major design trade is whether to use an internal (diode laser),an external (bright star) light source, or both. The 
current mission objectives and payload requirements can be met using an internal laser as the light source. This would 
reduce cost and complexity because the attitude determination and control (ADCS) system would not need to maintain 
pointing at a star for long periods of time, which would require the use of a CubeSat-sized reaction wheel assembly. The 
power requirement needed by a reaction wheel assembly is about 4 W. With an internal source, the ADCS system could 
meet pointing requirements to Earth ground stations for communication downlink using only magnetic torque coils or 
rods. Use of an internal light source, such as a laser diode, would also be beneficial for routine calibrationand monitoring 
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of the system. The power requirement of the laser is < 0.5 W for a ~5 mW laser.A neutral density filter would be also 
needed to attenuate the laser signal so that it does not saturate the detector. 
Having considered the benefits of using a diode laser as an internal light source, there is still the ultimate goal of using 
this technology on space telescopes that motivates the use of an external light source in demonstration, namely, a bright 
star. There are two operational approaches to imaging a star. One is to know what star we want to point at and navigating 
there, and this would require a CubeSat-sized star tracker along with coarse (reaction wheels) and fine (steering mirror or 
device) attitude control actuators. Another approach is to image stars but not be particular about what is being imaged. 
Either way, imaging astar woulddrive the CubeSat system design in a way that would bring value to future wavefront 
sensing space telescope missions, such as developing the ADCS algorithms that include both pointing and closed-loop 
wavefront control. 
Due to the added complexity required of the ADCS system on a CubeSat platform, theexternal source imaging wouldnot 
utilizea precise star acquisition and navigation system. Instead, with pointing knowledge from ADCS, the shutter on the 
aperture will be commanded open when a bright star is in the field of view (FOV). Based on our preliminary models 
using Analytical Graphics Incorporated’s Systems Toolkit (STK)looking at five bright stars (Alpha Centauri, Arcturis, 
Canopus, Sirius, and Vega),a satellite in the same orbit as the International Space Station (400 x 425 km and 51.6 degree 
inclination) would expect to see the same bright star every orbit for an average of three to fiveminutes. The pointing 
requirement on the maximum ADCS slew rate is then to keep the star on the same pixel on the detector for the duration 
of an exposure. Todetermine the pointing requirement that achieves this, it is necessary to calculate the platescale of the 
detector. The plate scale of the detector is the relationship between angulardistance on the sky and pixel size on the 
detector, and is typically measured in arcsecondsper pixel. Using an estimated plate scale of 28 arcseconds/pixel, the 
maximum slew rate for ADCS during external source imaging can then be determined by dividing the plate scale by the 
maximum exposure time. Using a maximum exposure of 0.1 seconds, the maximum slew rate requirement during 
external source dataacquisition is ~4.7 arcminutes/s. 
Our simulations have shown that active magnetic control using magnetorquers with magnetic moments of ~0.65 Am2 in 
each axis of a 3U CubeSatwould be sufficient to counter environmental disturbances on orbit and achieve the slew rate 
requirement with pointing accuracy of between 1—10 degrees and stabilization on the order of 0.12 degrees [38]. While 
it may be interesting to include a miniature reaction wheel assembly in addition to magnetic torquers to assess the impact 
of reaction wheel disturbances on the wavefront control system, it does not appear necessary to enable imaging bright 
stars as targets of opportunity during an orbit. Estimates of pointing accuracy for a CubeSat sized reaction wheel 
assembly alone are ~60 arcseconds (3σ) [39] [40]. Additional work to evaluate the combined pointing accuracy needs of 
the optical system and capabilities of the CubeSat is needed for the proposed payload designs.   
If an external light source looking at bright stars of opportunity is used, the aperture would necessarily be small given the 
CubeSat size constraints. As discussed in Section 3, not much space remains after accommodating the key elements of 
the system (deformable mirror, mirror drive electronics, imaging optics, and detector).Due to the need to accommodate a 
deformable mirror and reduce complexity, it is not practical to try to design the CubeSat as a reflecting telescope using 
mirrors. While it may be possible to integrate a larger standard lens in the aperture (up to 75 mm diameter may be 
feasible in a 3U CubeSat), the corresponding longer focal length (> 75.0 mm) is not an option due to the limited space 
available for all components, and resizing the beam would be difficult. A smaller aperture and lens will limit the angular 
resolution (~1.22 λ/D) and sensitivity as well as increase the size of the PSF (which must also be Nyquist sampled by the 
pixels on the detector), but tight angular resolution is not a requirement for this technology demonstration. For a 1-inch 
(25.4 mm) or ½-inch lens (12.7 mm) diameter lens,whichhave minimum focal lengths on the order of their diameter, the 
angular resolution (width of the center of the point spread function) at 500 nm would be 1.2 arcseconds (1-inch) and 2.4 
arcseconds (½-inch).  
2.2.2 MEMS Deformable Mirrors 
Even though MEMS deformable mirrors themselves arequite small, a widely acknowledged challenge to incorporating 
high actuator count deformable mirror systems on a spacecraft is the substantial size, mass, volume, power, and 
complexity of the mirror driver boards and wire harnesses [31] [26]. While development of application-specific 
integrated circuit (ASIC) drivers is a current focus of several deformable mirror manufacturers[41] [42],it is uncertain 
when ASIC drivers will become generally available and whether they will be appropriate for space applications. For the 
purpose of this technology demonstration, both the mirror and driver need to fit within the payload constraints as well as 
leave space forsupporting optics and a detector. We are still investigating the ability of candidate mirror and driver 
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systems from manufacturers such as Boston Micromachines Corporation (BMC), Iris AO and Xinetics to be redesigned 
for smaller-stroke applications such as this one to fit in drive electronics that could be easily accommodated in a 
CubeSat.We have currently identified and started laboratory experiments with a candidate DM, the 32-actuator “Mini” 
from Boston Micromachines (Figure 2),where both the DM and existing drive electronics board fit in the 1.5U payload 
volume of a 3U CubeSat without significant modification. We have also confirmed that with some minor modification to 
the drive electronics board, the Iris AO PTT111 (37 segment mirror) would fit as well. The baseline CubeSat deformable 
mirror payload design discussed here accommodates a BMC “Mini” deformable mirror from Boston Micromachines 
[43] with their new mirror housing design (dimensions roughly 50 mm diameter× 22.1 mm tall, note that the earlier 
modelwas 114.17 mm × 74.93 mm× 70.99 mm andwould not fit [44]). The BMC Mini is a 6 x 6 deformable mirror (32-
actuator, as the four corners are not active). There are three different stroke and aperture options with the Mini, as 
summarized inTable1.There are trades to be further examined between stroke for non-atmospheric wavefront correction 
versus response time, pitch, and interactuator coupling.Having a larger stroke without increasing the number of possible 
voltage steps (bits in the digital to analog converter) also reduces the precision to which the actuators can be controlled. 
The Mini DM has 14 bit step resolution and a sub-nm average step size. The fill factor is >99%, the surface finish is < 20 
nm RMS, and the driver is completely powered and controlled by a USB 2.0 interface. The frame rate is 8 kHz, with a 
34 kHz burst mode. As noted, the most recently available BMC Mini packaging format is selected (5 cm diameter and 
2.21 cm tall, 75 g without cables). The existing Mini driver board has dimensions of 13 × 10  × 1.8 cm currently. The 
initial plan is to use this board nearly as-is with dimensions and layout slightly tweaked to fit in the available  10 cm x 15 
cm form factor, making as few modifications as possible to the board and device (e.g. remove windows on the mirror 
before flight, replace electrolytic capacitors on the boards, apply conformal coating, and secure connectors). 
2.2.3 Wavefront sensors 
There are many different approaches to wavefront sensing and reconstruction. To start with, there are both sensored and 
sensorless approaches, the former having the challenge of a non-common optical path with the detector, and the latter 
requiring additional computational resources, time, and sometimes additional detectors or detector translation (such as 
Gerchberg-Saxton, phase diversity, or “lucky” imaging). For the exoplanet direct imaging application on a large space 
telescope mission, it is likely that a sensorless approach will be used to eliminate non-common path optical errors. 
However, since the first goal in this work is mirror characterization and we do not expect to have a platform with the 
same stability and processing capability as a dedicated exoplanet direct imaging mission, in this work we focus on two 
approaches to wavefront sensingselected from among several established methods [36] because they can be simply 
implemented in a compact form factor. We try to minimize the use of additional mechanisms such as rotating or 
translating components. Another important aspect to consider is the robustness of the sensor given the need to survive 
launch and function without intervention from on-orbit.There are additional wavefront sensing approaches that could be 
implemented, such as using an aperture mask to augment sensorless approaches, as well as improved or modified 
versions of the lenslet and shear sensing approaches that we investigate here, that we will consider in future work.  
 
There are also different interferometer architectures that can be used to characterize the surface of the mirror. For the 
purposes of this study, we consider a version of a Michelson interferometer with a space-rated nanopostioning stage to 
move the flat mirror. One example of another approach is a point diffraction interferometer [45]. It offers the advantage 
of having no moving parts and could potentially be used in place of a Michelson interferometer if the low light 
efficiency and decreased performance in conditions of high aberration are acceptable. 
2.3 Concept 1: Michelson Interferometer 
The Michelson interferometer concept is well known and has a variety of applications including wavefront sensing and 
surface characterization [36], [46].As shown in Figure 3, collimated laser light reflects off both the deformable mirror 
and a flat mirror and is combined to form interference fringes on the detector. The laser light encounters a beam splitter 
(BS). The transmitted beam travels to the MEMS deformable mirror where it is reflected back to the beam splitter. Half 
of this beam is deflected by 90 degrees at the BS and strikes the detector. The other part of the beam travels to a flat 
mirror, where it is reflected back to the beam splitter. Half of this light then passes straight through the BS and reaches 
the detector. The two beams that are directed towards the detector interfere to produce fringes that are analytically well 
understood as a function of beam coherence, divergence and mirror angle (tip/tilt)[47] [36][46]. Fringe patterns can be 
simulated and demonstrated for a variety of other different mirror shapes and positions. The Michelson interferometer 
with a simple nanopositioning stagecan be used for precise characterization of optical surfaces. The phase profile (and 
thus profile of optical path length) can be reconstructed by recording several images with different overall phase shifts. 
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A phase-unwrapping algorithm can then be used to unambiguously retrieve surface maps extending over more than a 
wavelength. While not an issue for this application, very rough surfaces or very steep slopes may not be able to be 
successfully characterized with this method. The flat mirror is placed on a linear nanopositioning stage to perform the 
phase adjustments for surface characterization using phase unwrapping. Figure 3shows a notional placement of optical 
elements within the CubeSat-constrained 95 mm x 150 mm area. The optical and optomechanical elements shown are 
baselined from Thorlabs, although more custom and robust mounting fixtures would be developed for the flight version. 
The detector is a UI-5241LE-M/C 1280x1024 pixel camera from Imaging Development Systems, and the deformable 
mirror is a 32-actuator Mini DM from Boston Micromachines. The nanopositioning stage shown is the P-753 LISA 
linear actuator and stage from Physik Instrumente. A CubeSat form-factor driver for the nanopositioning stage would 
also require some development and modification from the current version.Optical elements used in the payload would be 
selected and designed to survive the radiation environment, thermal environment, and launch and deployment shock and 
vibration, such as using UV-grade fused silica lenses with stress-free mounts in multi-point supported lens tubes. Several 
of these mounts would need to be custom made. Environmental testing (thermal vacuum and vibration) is required of 
any spacecraft mission and would be used to verify that the optomechanical design of the payload is robust to 
misalignment and operations in the expected environment (particularly the nanopositioning stage). The components will 
be housed within a black enclosure to eliminate stray light from the spacecraft bus. 
Fringes from the interferometer can be generated both from a collimated source (straight fringes) or from a spherical 
point source that is diverging (radial fringes)[46]. When the flatness or shape of a mirror changes, the resulting 
interference pattern is affected by changes as small as fractions of a wavelength. For basic piston and tip/tilt modes, it is 
straightforward to determine how well the deformable mirror is performing by studying the fringes in the images 
captured by the detector. For example, for a collimated beam, if the entire deformable mirror surface tilts by an angle θ 
from its original normal, the observed fringes occur at intervals of Δx’ = 2λ/sin(θ). If the deformable mirror surface 
moves forward (piston) by distance Δd, the observed fringe pattern moves as Δd changes, and the number of fringes that 
cross the center of the screen is n = 2Δd/λ.  
Figure 4 shows the laboratory setup and initial tip-tilt results from a CubeSat-sized MEMS DM Michelson 
interferometer. The setup includes a 1.5 micron stroke Boston Micromachines Mini deformable mirror, a Thorlabs 
CPS180 635 nm 1 mW collimated laser diode module, a cube beam splitter (which will distort less than thinner beam 
splitters and has the added benefit of the coating being sealed inside the cube), a pinhole spatial filter, a neutral density 
filter, a flat mirror, and a Thorlabs DCC1545M ½” monochrome CMOS camera. A MATLAB interface to the mirror 
driver commands the 32 actuators into a “tilt” or “tip”. Algorithms to analyze the images and fringe patterns compared 
with the DM commands are currently being tested. 
2.4 Concept 2: Shack-Hartmann Wavefront Sensor 
The Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor is also well known in the field of adaptive optics and its basic concept appears to 
have predated even the Michelson interferometer [48]. The Shack-Hartmann sensor uses an array of lenslets across the 
pupil which all have the same focal length that are projected onto a detector. Each lenslet samples the local tilt of the 
wavefront, and this is evident in the position of that lenslet’s focal spot on the detector. Any shape phase aberration of 
the whole wavefront is measured as a set of discrete tilts as measured by the lenslet array. Since only slopes are 
measured, the Shack-Hartmann cannot detect discontinuous steps in the wavefront.Figure 5 shows a CubeSat Shack-
Hartmann wavefront sensor payload with a notional placement of optical elements within the CubeSat-constrained 95 
mm x 150 mm area. This design allows either a laser diode or an outside star or bright object to be used as the light 
source for the optical assembly. This light is linearly polarized and sent through a polarized beamsplitter. The polarized 
light reflects off the beamsplitter and passes through a quarter wave plate mounted between the beamsplitter and the 
deformable mirror. The beam that reflects off the deformable mirror passes through the quarter wave plate and is 
transmitted through the polarized beamsplitter, and through a series of lenses. A lenslet array is placed in front of the 
detector to make a Shack-Hartmann sensor for this payload.The optical and optomechanical elements shown are 
baselined from Thorlabs, although more custom, robust mounting fixtures would be developed for the flight version. The 
detector is a UI-5241LE-M/C 1280x1024 pixel camera from Imaging Development Systems, and the deformable mirror 
is a 32-actuator Mini DM from Boston Micromachines. 
As shown in Figure 5the Shack-Hartman wavefront sensor can operate with both an internal laser diode light source and 
a path for looking at stellar objects through an aperture. Operationally the characterization of the mirror using the 
internal light source could be done first using the laser diode, and then once the primary mission goals are satisfied, the 
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laser could be turned off and objects from the aperture could be observed. The laser would be coherent and orders of 
magnitude brighter than any star in the aperture. 
Figure 6shows the intensity measurement, Shack-Hartmann spots, and Michelson interferometer fringes observed when 
the MEMS DM is commanded to different functions. First was effective tilt. The percent tilt is in terms of the maximum 
displacement of the actuator. A tilt of 33% means that the actuators on the furthest side of the tilt are at 33% of their 
maximum allowed displacement. Software to analyze the fringe patterns and infer mirror commands from observations 
is currently under development.  Then, individual actuators were commanded to their maximum allowed displacement 
level. Finally, different shapes were commanded to the mirror, namely three different Zernike polynomials. Given the 
square aperture and organization of the actuators for the BMC Mini DM, it would probably be best to use Fourier modes 
for characterization of the mirror in future work. 
The initial results shown in Figure 6(a) through (c) show that different types of commands to the MEMS DM can be 
captured and are fairly easily distinguishable from each other by either a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor or 
Michelson interferometer, although much work remains in order to quantify the response of the mirror to commands as 
detected by the sensing system. 
2.4.1 Mission Concept of Operations 
The use of an internal light source for the initial demonstration of DM functionality on-orbit eliminates any payload-
specific requirements on the CubeSat’s altitude and inclination. The orbit altitude range of 400 to 600 km is limited on 
the upper constraint by the CubeSat maximum de-orbit time requirement and on the lower constraint by drag and the 
desired mission lifetime of one year. A high-level overview of the concept of operations includes phases for launch, 
deployment, and detumbling, thirty days of commissioning, and a success threshold of one month of nominal operations 
and data downlink with a goal of twelve months of nominal operations and data downlink. The first phase of nominal 
operations involves open-loop wavefront sensing of a repeating sequence of mirror surface shapes during which 
characterization and calibration is performed. This is followed by the second phase of the mission, closed-loop 
wavefront sensing, where the CubeSat microcontroller is used to achieve and maintain a desired surface shape on the 
DM. This is followed by a third phase whose purpose is to simulate the effects of bad actuators and increasingly noisy 
signals before deorbiting.  
3. CUBESAT SUBSYSTEMS 
3.1 Power 
Two solar panel configurations were modeled in STK: (i) a set of four 3U body-mounted panels, shown in Figure 7, and 
(ii) a set of four two-sided 3U deployed solar panels and no body-mounted panels.  Each 3U surface holds 7 ultra-triple 
junction solar cells. In each case, the spacecraft is oriented with the long axis parallel to the zenith-nadir line. The results 
from power generation calculations for a series of orbital altitudes and inclinations for each configuration for one orbit 
are shown in Table 2which compares the orbit-averaged power (averaged over daylight, non-zero power generation) for 
each case. Simulations show that the while peak power generation is generally higher with the deployed panels, the 
body-mounted panels provide more uniform power generation pattern across the orbit. 
While the peak power generation is higher with the deployed solar panel configuration, a calculation of the orbit-
averaged power shows that the body-mounted panel generation is more favorable than that of the deployed panels for the 
a mission where the body-mounted solar panels will not be obstructed, for example, due to the presence of an antenna, 
sensor, or instrument field of view. Using only deployed panels does not provide a significant increase in power 
generation; it makes for a less consistent power profile, and deployed panels add unnecessary complexity and cost to the 
spacecraft.  For these reasons, the current design utilizes four 3U body-mounted panels. 
If further analysis shows that more power generation is required, additional options can be considered.  One is to utilize 
deployed panels in conjunction with body-mounted panels. Another is to design the spacecraft to enable solar array sun-
tracking, which would require a more robust ADCS design, articulated solar panels, or both. 
3.2 Structure 
The basic structure of the spacecraft is a 3U CubeSat with body-mounted solar panels. Figure 7shows the outer chassis 
structure of the 3U CubeSat with volume-representative subsystems and components, as detailed in Figure 8. 
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A preliminary placement of the subsystem boards and payloads within the 3U CubeSat volume is shown inFigure 8.  To 
enable image processing capability onboard, a flight computer like the ClydeSpace FPGA-based Mission Interface 
Computer would be used. The electrical power system (EPS) would also be from Clyde Space, and the structure is a 
Pumpkin 3U skeletonized chassis. The communications system is a UHF Cadet nanosatellite radiofrom L-3 
Communication Systems West. The payload takes up a volume of approximately 1.5U.   
3.3 ADCS 
The Attitude Determination and Control System (ADCS) for the internal light source design (with imaging of external 
target stars of opportunity) needs only to achieve pointing toward a ground station for communication and to keep the 
spacecraft from slewing at rates above about 4.7 arcminutes/s. For the interferometer payload, which operates with only 
an internal source, the spacecraft ADCS pointing requirements are driven solely by communications. The payload is 
housed entirely within the bus structure and its operability is not affected by the attitude or orientation of the spacecraft 
(although sensitivity to disturbances is another area under study). Although passive magnetic control is a simple 
approach that hasflown on previous CubeSat missions [49],our simulations show that to allow imaging bright stars 
through an aperture would require active magnetic control to counter environmental disturbances. Torque coils with 
magnetic moments of about 0.65 Am2 per axis for a 3U CubeSat would be able to meet this requirement. A sensor 
package of a magnetometer, IMU, and coarse sun sensors would satisfy the relatively flexible pointing requirements of 
this mission (1 to 10 degrees, depending on the inclination and variability of the magnetic field). 
Pointing the CubeSat at a particular target star and maintaining lock on that star for an observation would require a 
substantial amount of additional cost and complexity to the mission. Currently available reaction wheel assemblies with 
CMOS or infrared (thermopile) Earth horizon sensors are not anticipated to achieve better than 0.5 degrees of pointing 
knowledge. A star tracker and multi-stage control system could improve this to possibly as good as 1 arcminute, 
however, COTS CubeSat reaction wheel assemblies with star trackers are not yet available (and are anticipated to be at a 
higher price point than existing reaction wheel assemblies).   
3.4 Thermal 
The baseline thermal design is a passive system with the exception of the Clyde Space battery, which includes internal 
heaters. A comprehensive thermal model of the satellite and a more in-depth analysis of the payload components will 
determine the need for active thermal management. Small flexible heater circuits, such as those from Minco, may be 
required for spot thermal management, such as near the Thorlabs CPS405 laser diode (however, the CPS405 is 
engineered to survive -40 to 80°C and operate in -10 to 40° C). 
3.5 Communications 
The communications system will consist of Cadet nanosatellite UHF radio from Level 3 Communications West. The 
UHF radio board is half-duplex and will use amateur radio frequencies in the 445 to 455 MHz (uplink) and 460 to 470 
MHz downlink. Ground stations such as the 18 meter dish at NASA Wallops would enable a robust communications link 
and a sufficient rate of data downlink.  
 
Examples of some COTS payload components includes a laser diode such as the LPS-635-FC  from Thorlabs, a 2.5 mW, 
635 nm laser which takes 2.7 VDC regulated power and has a 0° to 50° C operating temperature range. Fused silica 
optics are commercially available that would satisfy the payload requirements. The BMC 6 x 6 (32 actuator) Mini 
deformable mirror options are summarized inTable1, and only minor modifications to the driver board would be 
required. One possible option for a detector is a UI-5241LE-M/C 1280x1024 pixel camera from Imaging Development 
Systems.  
4. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
4.1 Summary 
Direct imaging of an Earth-like exoplanet requires an imaging system capable of achieving contrasts of 1 x 10-10. Such 
contrast can be obtained through the use of active optics systems operated on space telescopes. High actuator count 
deformable mirrors are a key technology for this application, but their technology readiness level must be increased 
before they can be viably incorporated into such missions. In this paper, we have shown that it is feasible to design a 3U 
CubeSat platform that can accommodate a MEMS deformable mirror demonstration experiment using COTS and 
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CubeSat parts and components. Hardware lab bench tests of both the Shack-Hartmann and Michelson Interferometer 
payload options are in progress. Each option offers a simple payload architecture that would enable characterization of 
the on-orbit performance of the deformable mirror.The Shack-Hartmann payload design is more applicable to wavefront 
reconstruction and, additionally, provides the opportunity to detect starsas well as to use an internal light source for 
calibration and characterization.  
4.2 Future work: Follow-on missions 
There are several different follow-on opportunities that could be pursued as a result of this simple deformable mirror 
demonstration. One of the more interesting options would be to use the same platform for a different small deformable 
mirror and driver for comparison. Next steps would involve incorporating a compact external-viewing camera system 
that is imaging (and tracking) an astronomical object. The long-term goal is to enable the use of small deformable 
mirrors for space imaging and free space communication applications on any size payload and spacecraft.  
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7. FIGURES AND TABLES
(a)  (b)  
(c)  (d)  
 
Figure 1: Visual illustration of how number of actuators on the DM (simulating the BMC 144 actuator Multi) 
map to spatial frequency. (a) Commanding a cosine on the DM, cos(2πf0x) where f0 = 0.25. (b) Top view of the 
commanded DM, correctly capturing the four inactive corner actuators, and at a resolution of 1280 x 720 pixels, 
the same pixel resolution as the CMOS OV9712 sensor being used to image.(c) 2D FFT of the cosine DM showing 
peaks at the correct spatial frequency of 0.25. (d) Image taken using the BMC Multi commanded as shown in (a). 
 
Table1: Boston Micromachines Mini MEMS deformable mirror options [43] 
Stroke 1.5 μm 3.5 μm 5.5 μm 
Aperture 1.5 mm 2.0 mm 2.25 mm 
Pitch 300 μm 400 μm 450 μm 
Approx. Mechanical 
Response Time  
(10%—90%) 
20 μs 100 μs 500 μs 
Approx. Interactuator 
Coupling (+/-5%) 
15% 13% 22% 
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Figure 5: Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor payload. The laser diode generates light that passes through a 
pinhole, gets collimated by the lens, reflects off the flat mirror and transmits through the first (nonpolarizing) 
beamsplitter before entering the linear polarizer.  A half-inch aperture lens admits light from an outside source 
that is collimated and reflects off the nonpolarizing beamsplitter before entering the linear polarizer. A lenslet 
array is used to image the pupil plane onto the detector. The diode laser can be turned on to dominate the system 
at any time.  Left: Top view. Right: Isometric view 
Table 2: Orbit average generated power 
Orbital 
Inclination 
(degrees) 
Orbital 
Altitude 
(km) 
4 x 3U Body-Mounted 
Panels  
Orbit Avg.  
Generated Power (W) 
4 x two-sided 3U 
Deployed Panels Orbit 
Avg.  
Generated Power (W) 
0 300 12.3 12.0 
0 400 12.4 11.9 
0 500 12.2 11.8 
45 300 11.9 12.1 
45 400 12.2 12.1 
45 500 12.2 12.1 
90 300 14.8 6.2 
90 400 15.0 6.4 
90 500 15.0 6.4 
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